Thermal and electrical transport in a new class of nanocomposites composed of random isotropic two-dimensional ensembles of nanotubes or nanowires in a substrate (host matrix) is considered for use in the channel region of thin-film transistors (TFTs). The random ensemble of nanotubes is generated numerically and each nanotube is discretized using a finite volume scheme. To simulate transport in composites, the network is embedded in a background substrate mesh, which is also discretized using a finite volume scheme. Energy and charge exchange between nanotubes at the points of contact and between the network and the substrate are accounted for. A variety of test problems are computed for both network transport in the absence of a substrate, as well as for determination of lateral thermal and electrical conductivity in composites. For nanotube networks in the absence of a substrate, the conductance exponent relating the network conductance to the channel length is computed and found to match experimental electrical measurements. The effective thermal conductivity of a nanotube network embedded in a thin substrate is computed for a range of substrate-to-tube conductivity ratios. It is observed that the effective thermal conductivity of the composite saturates to a sizeindependent value for large enough samples, establishing the limits beyond which bulk behavior obtains. The effective electrical conductivity of carbon nanotube-organic thin films used in organic TFTs is computed and is observed to be in good agreement with the experimental results.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been growing interest in low-cost large-area manufacture of thin-film transistors ͑TFTs͒ on flexible substrates for use in applications such as displays, e-paper, e-clothing, biological and chemical sensing, conformal radar, and others. TFTs based on amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ now dominate the market for large-area flat-panel displays ͓1,2͔. When transistor performance is not critical, low-cost organic TFTs on flexible, lightweight, plastic substrates ͓3-7͔ are emerging as an alternative in many nondisplay applications. For high-performance applications, however, the choices are limited: single crystal silicon or poly-silicon based TFTs ͓8,9͔ cannot be manufactured at low temperature ͑Ͻ200°C͒ and are therefore not suitable for plastic substrates. As a result, researchers are exploring a new class of nanocomposite TFTs based on networks of silicon nanowires ͑Si-NWs͒ or carbon nanotubes ͑CNTs͒ ͓10-12͔. Here, high-quality, nearly crystalline NWs and CNTs are grown at high temperature on a temporary substrate and released into a carrier fluid, which is then spin coated onto arbitrary ͑flexible͒ substrates at room temperature to form a thin film of randomly oriented NWs or CNTs. Once the source and drain contacts are defined, this thin film of nearly crystalline nanowires or nanotubes constitutes the high performance channel of a TFT ͑see Fig. 1͒ . In other applications, the performance of organic TFTs is improved by dispersing nanotubes at low densities in organic substrates ͓13͔. Since the thermal con-ductivity of both plastic and organic substrates is very low ͑ϳ0.1-1 W/mK͒, and since cooling options are limited if the electronics are to be kept flexible, self-heating is expected to emerge as a significant bottleneck to performance in this new class of electronics. At the same time, the electrical performance of these network composite transistors is poorly understood, and it has been difficult to interpret seemingly disparate experimental data ͓11,12,14͔.
An important property determining device performance is the lateral thermal and electrical conductivity of the composite film. The thermal and electrical conductivity of the network composite depends on the percolation properties of the network. In the absence of the substrate, the network conductivity is zero if the tube density is below the percolation threshold ͓15͔. The presence of the substrate allows conduction to occur below the percolation threshold, and the degree to which percolation matters depends in large part on the coherence length of transport in the tubes ͓16͔, i.e., the length over which the temperatures of the two media remain unequilibrated. In the limit of low coherence length, leakage of either heat or charge from the tubes to the substrate predominates, and percolation effects are unimportant. On the other hand, if the coherence length is competitive with the sample size, network percolation would be important. The thermal and electrical behavior of TFTs spans these limits. In general, both substrate and network play important roles in determining the thermal performance of typical nanotube-plastic composites. An analogous problem occurs in electrical transport in nanotube-organic composites whereby charge transport in the organic substrate is enhanced by the presence of subpercolating nanotubes ͓13͔. On the other hand, the electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes and silicon nanowires in plastic is entirely network dominated due to the nearly insulating substrate.
Though there is much literature on composite thermal and electrical properties ͓17-19͔, as well as on the percolation behavior of tubes and wires ͓14,16,20͔, two important features distinguish TFT composites. First, our interest is in finite nanocomposites, where the length scale of the composite, i.e., the distance between the transistor's source and drain, may be competitive with the length of the nanotubes in the composite, making standard periodic-domain percolation analyses invalid ͓15͔. Second, the composite is a thin film with a thickness of no more than a few microns at the maximum. There are few experimental results or theoretical and computational models which predict the conductivity of finite two-dimensional ͑2D͒ nanotube composites. Nearly all experiments have concentrated on bulk 3D samples. Biercuk et al. reported 125% increase in thermal conductivity of epoxysingle wall nanotube ͑SWNT͒ composites for 1 wt % SWNT loading at room temperature ͓21͔. Liu et al. used a silicon elastomer as the matrix and CNT as the filler in their experiments and reported 65% enhancement in thermal conductivity with 3.8 wt % CNT loading ͓22͔. Theoretical analyses of bulk composites have, for the most part, addressed low volume fractions using effective medium theories ͓19͔, most recently accounting for interfacial resistance ͓17,23͔. However, these studies assume tube densities well below the percolation threshold. Lusti and Gusev predicted the thermoelastic properties of nanotube-reinforced polymers using the finite element method ͓24͔. Using their numerical model, they explored the enhancement in Young's modulus and the de-crease in thermal expansion coefficient for different orientations of CNTs inside the polymer. Yang and Chen used the phonon Boltzmann equation to study the phonon thermal conductivity of Si-Ge composites using a periodic two-dimensional model ͓18͔ and found phonon ballistic effects to be important. However, their findings are appropriate only for aligned rods, with the primary direction for transport being normal to the rod axis. To our knowledge, there have been no published analyses of either thermal or electrical transport in nanocomposites composed of random nanotube networks.
The objective of the present work is to develop a framework for the simulation of thermal and electrical transport for finite-length two-dimensional network composites and to validate the model with experimental data where possible. Though our ultimate goal is to simulate the concurrent electro-thermal performance of network TFTs, this paper focuses on the determination of lateral composite conductivity. Thermal transport in the Fourier conduction limit and charge transport in the low bias voltage limit are analogous and can be described by similar governing equations. A random two-dimensional network of tubes is generated numerically and embedded in a substrate. A finite volume method is developed for the coupled solution of the network and the substrate and shown to work satisfactorily by comparison to analytical solutions. The method is then applied to the problem of lateral conductivity determination in 2D networks and composites and shown to match experimental data satisfactorily.
Governing Equations
Thermal Transport. The computational domain is shown in Fig. 1 , and is of height H and width L C . It consists of the channel region of the transistor and is composed of a random network of nanotubes or nanowires embedded in the midplane of a substrate represented by a three-dimensional box of size L C ϫ H ϫ t. Diffusive transport in the tube or wire is obtained when there are a sufficient number of scattering events during the residence time of the phonon in the domain. The phonon residence time f scales as L t / v g , where v g is the phonon group velocity. The main scattering events of importance at room temperature in pure samples are either three-phonon processes, occurring on a time scale 3ph , or boundary scattering events, occurring on a time scale b . For nanowires, b ϳ d / v g , so that f / b ϳ L t / d; since L t / d ӷ 1, diffusive transport due to boundary scattering is expected to prevail. For nanotubes embedded in a substrate, boundary scattering and three-phonon time scales are difficult to estimate and would depend on the nature of the nanotube-substrate interface as well as the modulation of phonon velocities due to the presence of the substrate. However, for sufficiently long tubes, three-phonon processes are expected to lead to diffusive behavior in their own right. For freestanding CNTs, acoustic phonon velocities of 9 -20 km/ s have been reported in Ref. ͓25͔ . Assuming axial thermal conductivities in the 1000 W / mK range, L / ͑ 3ph v g ͒ ӷ 1 would be achieved for tubes of about 1 m or longer; the presence of interface scattering is expected to further reduce this value. Thus, Fourier conduction in both nanotubes and nanowires may be assumed, albeit with a thermal conductivity that may differ significantly from bulk or freestanding values. Assuming onedimensional diffusive transport along the length s of the tube and three-dimensional conduction in the substrate, the governing energy equations in the tube and substrate may be written, respectively, as 
Here, T i ͑s͒ is the temperature of the ith tube at a location s along its length; A is the area of cross section of the tube or wire; and k t is the corresponding thermal conductivity. The term h c is the heat transfer coefficient governing the transfer of heat to other tubes j making contact with tube i through a contact perimeter P c , and the heat transfer coefficient h s governs the transfer of heat between the tube and the substrate through a contact perimeter P s . T s ͑x , y , z͒ is the substrate temperature and k s is the substrate thermal conductivity; the second term in Eq. ͑1b͒ contains the heat exchange with tubes traversing the substrate, which are N tubes in number, through a contact area per unit volume, ␣ v . Using the dimensionless variable = ͑T − T drain ͒ / ͑T source − T drain ͒ and nondimensionalizing all lengths by the tube diameter d, the dimensionless governing equations in the tubes and substrate may be written as
For thermal conductivity calculations, the thermal boundary conditions for all tubes originating at the source and terminating in the drain are given by
and the boundary conditions for the substrate are given by
All the tube tips terminating inside the substrate are assumed adiabatic. The boundaries y * = 0 and y * = H / d are assumed as periodic boundaries for both substrate and tubes. The dimensionless parameters are defined as
Bi c represents the dimensionless contact conductance for tube-totube contact; and Bi s represents the dimensionless interfacial ͑Kapitza͒ resistance between the tube and substrate ͓17͔. The geometric parameter ␤ v may be determined from the tube density per unit area ; the corresponding dimensionless parameter is * , which is obtained by normalizing with the percolation threshold th . The percolation threshold for the network is estimated as the density at which the average distance between the nanotubes equals the average length of the tubes, so that th =1/͗L t ͘ 2 .
Electrical Transport. The dimensionless potential equation in the linear regime is analogous to the thermal transport equation in the Fourier conduction limit, with the potential being analogous to temperature and the current being analogous to the heat transfer rate. For charge transport in CNTs in plastic, the substrate is considered insulating and only transport in the tube network is considered. For organic transistors with dispersed CNTs ͓13͔, the substrate is not insulating and charge leaks from the CNTs to the organic matrix, analogous to thermal transport in a composite, and charge exchange with the substrate must be considered. Since L C ӷ, the mean free path of electrons, a drift-diffusion model based on Kirchoff's law for carrier transport may be employed ͓26͔. In this linear regime, which occurs for low source-drain voltage V DS , the current density along the tube is given by
where is the electrical conductivity and ⌽ is the potential, and is only a function of the source-drain voltage V DS . Using the current continuity equation dJ / ds = 0 and accounting for charge transfer to intersecting tubes as well as to the substrate ͓26͔, the dimensionless potential distribution i along tube i, as well the threedimensional potential field in the substrate are given by:
Here c ij is the dimensionless charge-transfer coefficient between tubes i and j at their intersection point, analogous to Bi c in Eq. ͑2a͒, and is specified a priori; it is nonzero only at the point of intersection. The term d is is analogous to Bi s term in Eq. ͑2a͒ and is active only for nanotubes in organic substrates. The electrical conductivity ratio is t / s . For computing the voltage distribution, boundary conditions i = 1.0 and i = 0 are applied to tube tips embedded in the source and drain regions, respectively. For the organic substrate, s = 1.0 and s = 0 are applied at x * = 0 and x * = L C / d, respectively; for the other boundaries, a treatment similar to that for the substrate temperature is applied. This computation of voltage distribution is only valid for low V DS . For higher V DS , the complete drift-diffusion equations for electron ͑n͒ and hole ͑p͒ transport in the network, coupled to a 3D Poisson equation for the potential, would need to be solved ͓27͔ and the direct analogy with thermal transport would no longer be valid.
Numerical Method
Network Generation Procedure. We consider a percolating random network of nanotubes or nanowires of length L t and diameter d randomly dispersed in the midplane of a substrate of thickness t. Thus the nanotube network is essentially 2D, while the substrate containing it is 3D, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ ; the geometry in the midplane is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The boundaries at y * = 0 and y * = H / d are assumed periodic.
The source, drain, and channel regions in Fig. 1 are divided into finite rectangular control volumes. A fixed probability p of a control volume originating a nanotube is chosen a priori. A random number is picked from a uniform distribution and compared with p. If it is less than p, a nanotube is originated from the control volume. The length of source and drain for tube generation is L t , which ensures that any tube that can penetrate the channel region from either the left or the right is included in the simulations. The orientation of the tube is also chosen from a uniform random number generator. Since the tube length is fixed at L t , all tubes may not span the channel region even for shorter channel lengths L C , depending on orientation. Tubes crossing the y * = 0 and y * = H / d boundaries are treated assuming translational periodicity; that part of the tube crossing one of these boundaries reappears on the other side. Tube-tube intersections are computed from this numerically generated random network and stored for future use. The analysis is conducted only on the tubes that lie in the channel region.
Finite Volume Discretization. We now describe the finite volume discretization procedure ͓28͔ used to obtain the temperature distribution in the tubes and the substrate. A similar procedure is adopted for solving the potential equation ͑Eq. ͑6͒͒. Each tube is divided into 1D segments, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ and a control volume balance is performed on each tube segment. Using second-order accurate linear profile assumptions, this yields the following equation for the tube segment i
Here, ␦s e and ␦s w are the distances shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ ; A c is the contact area between tubes i and j; T P,i is the temperature at the control volume P for tube i; and T P,j is the temperature of intersecting tube j at the same location. Similar conservation equations are written for all the tubes in the domain. Energy lost by tube i to tube j is gained by tube j and vice versa, guaranteeing perfect energy conservation. A s is the surface area of contact between the tube segment and the substrate, and T s Ј is the temperature of the substrate at the location of the cell centroid of tube segment P. The substrate is discretized into rectangular control volumes of extent ⌬x⌬y⌬z. Figure 2͑b͒ shows the geometry in 2D for clarity. Writing a control volume balance over each substrate control volume and discretizing using linear profile assumptions, we obtain
Here, T P,s is the substrate temperature at the centroid of the substrate cell P; f refers to the six faces of cell P; and A f to the corresponding face areas. The length ⌬x f is distance between the two cell centroids on either side of the face f ͑between P and E, for example͒ and T nb,s is the substrate temperature at the neighbor cell centroid ͑E or W, for example͒. The summation term represents the heat exchange with all tube segments intersecting the substrate control volume, and A si Ј is that portion of the tube seg-ment surface area that is ascribed to substrate cell P. In this way, energy lost by the tube is gained by the substrate and vice versa, and perfect conservation is guaranteed.
Since the substrate discretization is coarser than the tube discretization, it is important to account for gradients in the substrate temperature in determining the term T s Ј in the tube-substrate heat exchange in Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑8͒. Otherwise, significant errors were found in the calculation, including an inability to reproduce linear temperature profiles exactly in 1D conduction problems with identical tube and substrate thermal conductivities. Therefore, the substrate temperature gradient in the plane of the nanotube network is computed and is used to interpolate the substrate temperature to the tube centroid location
Here ⌬ ជ is the position vector of tube segment centroid relative to the cell centroid of the substrate, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The substrate temperature gradient in cell P, ٌT P,s , is computed using second-order central difference operators.
Equations ͑7͒ and ͑8͒ constitute a coupled equation set for the tube segment temperatures T i and the substrate temperatures T s at the substrate cell centroids. Though these equations may be solved for each tube and the substrate sequentially and iteratively ͓28͔, such a loosely coupled procedure fails when the coupling terms Bi c and Bi s become large. Similar problems occur for long channel lengths and high tube densities; here the equations become strongly coupled to each other due to a large number of tube-tube contacts and a large tube-substrate contact area. Consequently, a direct sparse solver developed by Kundert ͓29͔ is used to solve the resulting system of equations. To account for randomness in the sample, most of the results reported here are computed by taking an average over 100 random realizations of the network. More realizations are used for low densities and short channel lengths where statistical invariance is more difficult to obtain due to the small number of tubes in the domain.
Computation of Effective Lateral Thermal Conductivity.
The lateral thermal conductivity of the composite is computed using the expression
where the first term in the numerator is the heat flow through the tubes in the lateral direction, while the second term represents the lateral heat flow in the substrate. The heat flow in both tubes and substrate is computed at the source-channel junction, x =0.
Results
In this section, we apply the method described in previous sections to five problems. The first two problems compare numerical results with analytical solutions. The last three problems address lateral conductivity calculations in finite-length nanotube networks and composites both above and below the percolation threshold.
Comparison With Analytical Solution. For the simple case of a CNT composite in which a single CNT is located along the axis of a cylindrically shaped substrate, the temperature distribution in both CNT and substrate can be obtained analytically in the presence of the heat source term inside the CNT. The two ends of the CNT as well as the two planar ends of the substrate cylinder are held at a temperature T inf ; the outer cylindrical surface of the substrate is insulated; and qٞ is the average power dissipated per unit volume in the CNT ͑see inset in Fig. 3͒ . An extra term for Joule heating is added in the Fourier conduction equation for the tube ͓Eq. ͑2a͔͒. The temperature distribution inside the tube, T t , and the substrate, T s , can be obtained analytically as
The model developed here is used to compute the temperature distribution inside the tube and the substrate and compared against the analytical results. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the computed tube and substrate temperatures for a mesh of 80 tube segments and 20 substrate cells. The numerical results are in excellent agreement with analytical results.
Transport In the Limit of Zero Contact. In the limit when there is no contact between tubes ͑Bi c =0, c ij =0͒ and between tube and substrate ͑Bi s =0, d is =0͒ a simple analytical solution for the heat transfer rate through the domain ͑and correspondingly the drain current I D for electron transport͒ may be derived. Only the tubes are considered in this 2D planar calculation, and the substrate contribution is neglected. In this limit, the in-plane heat transfer rate through the composite, q, is directly proportional to the number of bridging tubes N S ͑tubes directly bridging source and drain͒ but inversely proportional to the tube length contained in the channel. By computing the number of bridging tubes from geometric considerations, it may be shown that ͓26͔
The constant of proportionality in Eq. ͑12͒ depends on the conductivity of the tubes. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the analytical result obtained using Eq. ͑12͒ with that computed numerically. The ratio q / q ref is plotted, where q ref is the reference heat transfer rate at L C / L t = 0.1. One hundred random realizations of the network for the case L C =3 m, H =4 m, and = 5.0 m −2 are used. The analytical and numerical results are in good agreement with each other, confirming the validity of our approach. When the channel length becomes comparable to or longer than the tube length, q / q ref is seen to go to zero; in the absence of tube-tube and tube-substrate contact, heat, or current can flow through the tubes only if the tubes bridge source and drain. As a practical matter, the result in Fig. 4 is applicable to electrical transport in short-channel CNT/plastic TFTs where the shortchannel lengths imply few tube-tube interactions.
Network Conductance Exponent Calculation. Thin film lateral thermal conductivity measurements are generally difficult to perform. Here we compare the network conductance predicted using our model with electrical conductance measurements by Snow et al. ͓11͔ . A pure planar tube network is considered, assuming that the substrate is entirely nonconducting. This is typical of electrical transport in CNT/plastic composites. The average length of the tubes in Ref. ͓11͔ ranges from 1 to 3 m. The exact length distribution of nanotubes has not been reported in Ref. ͓11͔ . For the numerical model, random networks with a tube length of 2 m are generated, and an average of over 200 random realizations is taken. The percolation threshold for the network is estimated using th =1/͗L t ͘ 2 to be 0.25 m −2 . Simulations are performed for densities in the range 1 -10 m −2 for channel lengths varying from 1 to 25 m −2 , and with a width H of 90 m, corresponding to the dimensionless parameters L C / L t ϳ 0.5-12.5 and H / L t = 45. The device dimensions and tube lengths are chosen to match those in Ref. ͓11͔. In Fig. 5͑a͒ , the normalized network conductance G / G 0 is shown as a function of L C / L t for several tube densities above the percolation threshold for nearly perfect tube-tube contact ͑i.e., c ij =50͒. For long channels ͑L C Ͼ L t ͒ there are no tubes directly bridging the source and drain, and current ͑heat͒ can flow only because of the presence of the network. If the tube density is greater than the percolation threshold, a continuous path for carrier transport exists from source to drain, and G is seen to be nonzero even for L C / L t Ͼ 1. Figure 5͑a͒ shows that the conductance exponent, n, is close to −1.0 for the high densities ͑ =10 m −2 ; * =40͒, indicating ohmic conduction, in good agreement with Ref. ͓11͔ . The exponent increases to −1.80 at lower densities ͑1.35 m −2 ; * =5͒, indicating a nonlinear dependence of conductance on channel length. The asymptotic limit of the conductance exponent for infinite samples with perfect tube/tube contact has been found to be −1.97 in Refs. ͓30,31͔. The observed nonlinear behavior for low density is expected because the density value is close to the percolation threshold. Snow et al. reported a conductance-exponent of −1.80 for a density of 1.0 m −2 and channel length Ͼ5 m. For the same device dimensions, this value of the exponent is close to that obtained from our simulations for a density of 1.35 m −2 . At densities close to the percolation threshold, computations are very sensitive to variations in Fig. 4 Comparison of heat transfer rate in a nanotube network with analytical results for the case of zero tube-tube contact computational parameters. Small variations in experimental parameters such as tube diameter, nanotube contact strength, tube electronic properties, as well as the presence of a distribution of tube lengths ͑1-3 m͒, which is not included in the simulation, may explain the difference. The contact resistance between the nanotubes and the source and drain electrodes as well as insufficiently large samples for ensemble averaging in the experimental setup may also be responsible. Some evidence of this is visible in the scatter in the experimental data at low densities.
The dependence of conductance exponent on channel length is explored in Fig. 5͑b͒ for c ij = 50 and for densities in the range of 2.0-10 m −2 , corresponding to * values of 8-40. For densities Ͼ3.0 m −2 ͑ * Ͼ 12͒, the exponent approaches the ohmic limit, −1.0, with increasing channel length. Larger exponents, corresponding to nonohmic transport are observed for the shorter channel lengths. This is consistent with experimental observations, where conductance is seen to scale more rapidly with channel length for small L C ͓11͔.
Effective Thermal Conductivity of Nanotube Composites. In this problem, we compute the effective lateral thermal conductivity of a nanotube or nanowire composite. These composites may span a wide range of values of k s / k t , Bi c , and Bi s . The thermal conductivity of free-standing multiwalled CNTs has been measured at 3000-6000 W / m K ͓32͔, though the corresponding values when embedded in a composite are expected to be far smaller due to interface scattering. Though bulk silicon has a thermal conductivity of approximately 150 W / m K at room temperature, the thermal conductivity of Si nanowires in the 22-115-nm-diameter range is one to two orders of magnitude smaller due to phonon boundary scattering and confinement effects ͓33͔. The thermal conductivity of the substrate is generally low, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 W / m K, leading to a wide range in k s / k t . For the present case, we consider values in the 10 −1 -10 −3 range. The values of the tube-tube contact conductance Bi c and the tube-substrate contact conductance Bi s are not known. However, our calculations show that Bi c Ͼ 5 is tantamount to perfect tube-tube contact. For Bi s , an estimate of the total thermal resistance between silicon nanowires and a planar interface has been found in Ref. ͓34͔ by combining the constriction resistance, gap resistance, and thermal interfacial resistance; however, the model requires the interfacial phonon transmissivity, which must be obtained through experiments or atomistic level simulations. Recent experiments ͓35͔ indicate that for CNTs in organic liquids, contact conductance may be extremely low. Yu et al. measured the thermal contact resistance between a carbon fiber and a planar substrate ͓36͔; however, no experimental data are presently available for CNTs or Si NWs embedded in plastic substrates. For the purposes of this simulation, a value of Bi s =10 −5 is chosen, consistent with interface resistance values cited in Ref. ͓35͔ .
Grid independence tests were conducted for the case of L C / L t = 2.0, H / L t =2, Bi c = 10.0, Bi s =10 −5 , k s / k t = 0.001, and * = 10.0, corresponding to L C =4 m, H =4 m, and = 2.5 m −2 for nondimensional channel length L C / L t varying from 0.5 to 9 ͑L C =1-18 m͒. Figure 6 shows the percentage change in the composite thermal conductivity over the substrate value for two different grid sizes. For the first case there are 100 segments per unit tube length, and mesh of 10ϫ 20ϫ 1 cells is used in the substrate in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The second case corresponds to 200 segments per tube, with a mesh of 20ϫ 40ϫ 1 cells in the substrate. The results are seen to differ by less than 0.5% between the two cases. The simulations presented in this problem were therefore performed using a mesh of size 100 segments per tube and a mesh of 10ϫ 20ϫ 1 cells in the substrate. An average over 200 random realizations is used.
A typical temperature distribution in the tube network and the substrate is shown in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒. For this case, L C / L t = 2.0, H / L t =2, Bi c = 10.0, Bi s =10 −5 , k s / k t = 0.001, and * = 14.0, corresponding to L C =4 m, L t =2 m, H =4 m, and = 3.5 m −2 . Contours of constant temperature in the substrate would be one dimensional in x for Bi s = 0, but due to the interaction with the tubes, distortion in the contours is observed, consistent with the temperature plots in the tube in Fig. 7͑b͒ . The departure from one dimensionality in the substrate temperature profile is related to local variations in tube density; regions of high tube density convey the boundary temperature further into the interior.
The effect of thermal conductivity ratio is explored by varying k s / k t from 10 −1 to 10 −3 keeping other parameters constant at L C / L t = 0.25-7.0, H / L t =2, Bi s = 10.0, Bi s =10 −5 , and * = 10.0 ͑L C = 0.5-14 m, H =4 m, = 2.5 m −2 ͒. The lower limit would correspond approximately to Si NWs in plastic, accounting for reduced thermal conductivity due to scattering and confinement; the upper limit would correspond approximately to CNTs in plastic. The percentage increase in composite thermal conductivity over that of the substrate is presented in Fig. 8 . In general, bulk behavior, whereby the effective thermal conductivity becomes invariant with domain size, is obtained for L C / L t Ͼ 5 or so. Below this, the composite displays finite length effects and is dominated by source-drain bridging for L C / L t Ͻ 1. In general, for bulk samples, the effective thermal conductivity of the composite may be as much as 125% above k s for k s / k t =10 −3 . However, this only implies a value of k eff in the 0.25-2.5 W / m K, which is still very low, signaling incipient thermal problems in nanocomposite TFTs. As k s / k t is increased, some evidence of finite-length effects may still be detected for k s / k t Ͻ 5 ϫ 10 −3 . For higher values, though, network conductance ceases to be a dominant contributor and the increase in k eff over k s drops to zero, signifying that the substrate now dominates conduction through the composite. These computations point to the necessity of accurately characterizing the thermal conductivity of CNTs and Si NWs embedded in substrates. If the presence of the substrate substantially reduces k t , it is possible that k s / k t would be relatively high and the network would no longer provide a significant pathway for heat transfer even if effective tube-tube contact could be maintained. In this limit, in the presence of self-heating, the large surface area of contact between the tubes and the substrate would allow heat to leak from the network to the substrate, and the primary mechanism for heat removal would be the substrate. However, since both substrate and network conductance would be low in this limit, high channel temperatures and degradation of electrical performance may be expected.
Electrical Conductivity of CNT-Organic Composites. The focus of this problem is the prediction of the effective electrical conductivity of CNT-organic composites. Recently, a 60-fold increase in mobility in organic TFTs has been obtained by dispersing high-conducting CNTs in an organic substrate ͓13͔. The carriers flowing from source to drain take advantage of the highly conducting CNT pathways within the semi-conducting organic substrate, flowing partially within the semiconductor and partially through the CNTs. The potential drop across the CNTs is nearly negligible compared to that in the organic substrate, resulting in an overall reduction in the potential drop in the channel for a given drive current. This is equivalent to an effective channel length reduction, or an effective increase in the mobility or electrical conductivity.
The electrical performance of the organic TFT is characterized by the relationship between the drain current I D and the gate voltage V G for a given source-drain voltage V DS . The I D -V G characteristics of organic TFTs for different volume percent of CNTs has been reported in Ref. ͓13͔ . Approximately a third of the CNTs are reported to be metallic, while the rest are semiconducting ͓13͔. Each type has a different electrical conductivity and this heterogeneity must be accounted for in the network model. To reproduce the I D -V G curves for this type of device, it is necessary to solve the complete drift-diffusion equations for electrons and holes, in addition to Eq. ͑6͒. However, in the linear regime ͑low V DS ͒ and with V G = 0, electrical transport in the organic-CNT composite can be analyzed using Eq. ͑6͒. For zero gate voltage, the electrical conductivity of the organic-CNT composite is directly proportional to the current flowing through the TFT. Thus the data in Ref. ͓13͔ for V G = 0 and low V DS may be used to deduce the effective conductivity of the composite and provide an experimental benchmark against which to test our model.
In order to conduct the computation, it is necessary to determine the density of tubes in the matrix. The CNT fraction in the organic substrate has been reported in terms of volume percent in Ref. ͓13͔ , while the present model uses a 2D area density to characterize the fraction of CNTs in the substrate. The conversion between the two different representations of the CNT fraction is performed in the following way. It has been reported in Ref. ͓13͔ that transistors get shorted at 1% volume fraction of CNT or greater implying that metallic CNTs begin to percolate at this volume fraction. From Ref. ͓14͔, the percolation threshold for the CNT network is given by th = 4.236 2 / L S 2 = 5.7 m −2 using an average tube length of 1 m ͓13͔. Accounting for the fact that one-third of the CNTs are metallic, the total density of the CNTs at 1% volume fraction may be computed as =3ϫ 5.7 = 17.1 m −2 . Using this conversion, the volume fraction data in Ref. ͓13͔ may be converted into the area density needed for our computation.
Device dimensions reported in Ref.
͓13͔ are used in the simulation, and correspond to L C / L t = 20.0, H / L t =4, c ij =10 −4 , and d is =10 −4 . The electrical conductivity ratio, t, / s, for metallic CNTs is taken as 5.0ϫ 10 6 , while that for semiconducting CNTs is 5.0ϫ 10 4 ͓37͔. The density is varied in the range 1 -17 m −2 , below the percolation threshold. The computed electrical conductivity is presented as a function of dimensionless density * in Fig.  9 . The error bars represent the variability in the prediction for all the realizations computed. The effective electrical conductivity eff for both experiments ͓13͔ and computations is normalized by the experimental eff at 0.05% volume fraction ͑ * = 0.05͒. Numerical results are found to be in good agreement with the experimental observations over the range of tube densities considered.
Conclusions
In this paper, a computational model for thermal and electrical transport in nanotube composites has been developed and applied to the determination of lateral electrical and thermal conductivity of finite thin films. The model has been verified against analytical solutions, and validated against experimental data for tube densities above and below the percolation threshold, both for nanotube networks in the absence of a substrate, as well as for nanotubeplastic and nanotube-organic composites. Reasonable matches with experimental data have established the general validity of the model.
Nevertheless, a number of important issues remain to be addressed. The model employs thermal contact parameters Bi c , Bi s , and electrical contact parameters c ij and d is , which are at present unknown. These must be determined either from careful experiments or from atomistic simulations of tube-tube and tubesubstrate contact. Furthermore, while the thermal conductivities of individual freestanding nanotubes and nanowires has been measured and modeled, the modification of these values for tubes and wires encased in plastic or organic substrates is not well understood. Ultimately, our interest is not only in the simulation of conductivity but also in the coupled electro-thermal analysis and design of flexible large-area electronics. Research in these directions is underway and results will be reported in due course. 
